
The Endevco® Model 7264D is a very low mass piezoresistive 
accelerometer weighing only 1 gram. This accelerometer is 
designed for crash testing, flutter testing, rough road testing 
and similar applications that require minimal mass loading 
and a broad frequency response. This accelerometer meets 
SAEJ211 specifications for instrumentation for impact testing 
and SAEJ2570 specification for anthromorphic testing. It is a 
direct replacement for the Endevco Model 7264-2000 and 7264C 
in that the location of the center of seismic mass is the same.
 
The Model 7264D utilizes an advanced micromachined sensor 
which includes integral mechanical stops. This monolithic 
sensor offers improved ruggedness, stability and reliability over 
previous designs. The Model 7264D has minimum damping, 
thereby producing no phase shift over the useful frequency 
range.  With a frequency response extending down to dc (steady 
state acceleration) this accelerometer is ideal for measuring 
long duration transient shocks.
   
This accelerometer has a full bridge circuit with fixed resistors 
for shunt calibration. Full scale output is 400 mV with 10Vdc 
excitation.  It is also available with less than 1% transverse 
sensitivity (“T” option) and less than ±25 mV zero measurand 
output (“Z” option).

Endevco Model 136 DC differential voltage amplifier, Model 4430A bridge conditioner, 
or Oasis 2000 computer-controlled system are recommended as signal conditioner and 
power supply.  

U.S. Patents 4,498,229 and 4,605,919 apply. 

• Mechanical overtravel stops
• Small size, rugged
• Crash and shock testing
• 2000 g full scale range
• DC response - long duration transients
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Model 7264D
Piezoresistive accelerometer

Features Description
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APPLIES TO CALIFORNIA FACILITY

Continued product improvement necessitates that Endevco reserve the right to modify these specifications without notice. Endevco maintains a program of constant
surveillance over all products to ensure a high level of reliability. This program includes attention to reliability factors during product design, the support of stringent
Quality Control requirements, and compulsory corrective action procedures. These measures, together with conservative specifications have made the name Endevco
synonymous with reliability.
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CALIBRATION DATA SUPPLIED     [3]
SENSITIVITY (at 100 Hz and 10 g pk) mV/g
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INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
EHM35 (1) ALLEN WRENCH
EHW196 (2) SIZE-0 FLAT WASHERS
EH492 (2) 0-80 X 3/16 INCH SOCKET HEAD CAP

SCREWS

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
24328 -1,-2,-3              4 CONDUCTOR SHIELDED CABLE
7593 TRIAXIAL MOUNTING BLOCK

NOTES
1. Measured at approximately 1 Vdc.  
2. The safety sleeve should be kept on unit when not in use to

prevent possible handling damage.
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3.   Maintain high levels of precision and accuracy using Endevcoʼs 
      factory calibration services. Call Endevcoʼs inside sales force at
      800-982-6732 for recommended inervals, pricing and turn around
      time for these services as well as for quotations on our standard
      products.
4.   The 7264D is optimized for linearity of change in ZMO with    
      change to excitation voltage.
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SPECIFICATIONS

2.0 to 10 Vdc

Model 7264D
Piezoresistive accelerometer
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